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InnRoad is an all-in-one, cloud-based
property management solution for

independent hotels.

With innRoad, you can now control your front desk and back office operations
all within one system.  With instant online access, comprehensive reporting and
top-of-class customer service, innRoad takes the difficulty out of managing
hotels, allowing owners to get back to the most important part of their business –
their guests.

Stay in front of your guests, not behind the desk
Running a hotel is hard enough without having to worry about your property
management system keeping you stuck at a computer screen.  innRoad manages
the entire process for you, from the customer's reservation and room
distribution to housekeeping and billing.  There’s no need to complicate your
business by using multiple tools to manage your hotel – innRoad takes care of
everything in a single system.

Global distribution for maximized profits
You know that attracting new guests is key to growing a successful hotel
business.  innRoad's global distribution services will connect your property to a
network of partners who are focused on generating bookings and driving
revenue for your property.  innRoad is also the only solution that offers true
two-way connectivity between your hotel and these online travel agencies.
Anytime a reservation is made on an OTA, it is reflected immediately in your
reservation system.  Simply set your rates, choose the number of rooms available
and your work is done.  innRoad removes the need for third-party applications.

Overview
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Access your hotel where and when it's convenient
We know that hotel operators rarely spend an entire day at the front desk. This
is why innRoad offers a cloud-based property management system that is
securely accessible from anywhere with an internet connection.   You shouldn’t
have to be tied to your hotel 24/7, but you should be able to figure out what’s
going with your property wherever you are.

Improve efficiency in your operations
Customize innRoad to meet your needs by setting up your system to manage
your properties at one or multiple locations.  Use one login for all properties, or
access each separately for maximum customization and permission sets.

Peace of mind for your hotel property
We know that not every property is the same, and that each customer we meet
has unique needs and requirements for their hotel management software.  That’s
why innRoad works to make sure you and your hotel are prepared for any
situation.  Our team is available 24/7 to ensure that your hotel management
software works for you, and not the other way around.  

Trusted by thousands of independent hoteliers


